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Abstract. We study the steady state phase behavior of homogeneous, rigid, extended (polar)
nematic polymers or nematic dispersions under imposed magnetic (or electric fields), in which the
intermolecular dipole-dipole and excluded volume interaction as well as external field contribution are
accounted for. We completely characterize the phase diagram for polar nematics with and without
permanent magnetic moments (or dipoles). For nematics without magnetic moments, the steady
state is either purely nematic or polar depending on the strength of the excluded volume and the
dipole-dipole interaction, in which the nonzero polarity vector (the first moment vector) is coaxial
with the second moment tensor; thereby the steady state pdf is determined essentially by up to three
scalar order parameters and a rotational group of SO(2) transverse to the imposed field direction.
For nematics with permanent magnetic moments (or dipoles), the steady states are polar and the
polarity vector is parallel to the external field direction when a necessary condition for parameters
is met. When the condition is violated, only stable steady states have their polarity vector parallel
to the external field direction and there are thermodynamically unstable nonparallel states. The
stability of the steady states is inferred from the minimum of the free energy density.
Key words. nematic liquid crystal, kinetic theory, polymers, magnetic field, electric field,
bifurcation, steady state, phase transition, polarity, stability
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1. Introduction
Kinetic theory is a useful tool in modeling soft matter and complex fluids [2,
4, 8, 24, 9]. In the past, it has been perceived as colossal and complicated—hardly
accessible to theoretical analysis. Given the rising interest in kinetic theory in the
mathematics community these days, various attempts have been made to analyze
the properties of the partial differential equations in the kinetic theories and obtain
their solutions semianalytically and numerically [23, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 5,
6, 7, 10, 23, 34, 35, 26, 40, 38, 20]. A recent review of the state of the art in the
mathematical and numerical analysis of multi-scale models of complex fluids is given
by Li and Zhang [25].
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In a series of papers [38, 20, 41, 42], we have given a systematic study of the exact
solution of the Smoluchowski equation with the Maier-Saupe excluded volume poten-
tial [29, 30, 31] and (or) the dipole-dipole interaction potential in implicit form using
a reduced order or projection method for the Doi-Hess kinetic theory [9]. In [38], we
studied the phase behavior of rigid nematics dominated by either the excluded volume
or the dipole-dipole interaction coupled with an imposed external field. Therein, we
identified the order reduction strategy that we have adopted in all the subsequent
studies in the series. In [41, 42], we proved a series of theoretical results establishing
the conditions for bifurcations of steady states and the asymptotic behavior of steady
states near the bifurcation point in phase space in models with both dipole-dipole
and excluded volume interaction. In [20], we proved additional theoretical results for
steady states of the Smoluchowski equation and obtained the complete bifurcation di-
agram for polar nematics absent of external fields. In the above studies, we applied the
reduced order method to various limiting cases of dilute or concentrated, nematics or
extended (polar) nematics, with or without the external field. By extended nematics
we mean here the nematics that exhibit instantaneous dipoles or magnetic moments;
therefore, the dipole-dipole interaction must be accounted for. We have established
rigorous mathematical theories for the existence of certain types of solutions and their
stability [38, 20, 41, 42], as well as detailed phase bifurcation diagrams [38, 20]. One
of the examples of extended nematics or polar nematics is the nematic liquid crys-
tal polymer consisting of bowlike molecules, which were studied experimentally and
numerically in the past [3, 21, 27, 28, 39].
In this paper, we extend the previous studies on homogeneous rigid extended
or polar nematics by examining the steady states subject to the dipole-dipole and
excluded volume interaction under imposed external fields in dilute and concentrated
regimes with or without the permanent magnetic moments (or dipoles). This will
give a closure to the study of the steady state solution behavior governed by the
Smoluchowski equation with the potential given by the following form







where µ is the strength of the permanent dipole (or magnetic moment) of the molecule,
α is the strength of the dipole-dipole interaction potential due to the intrinsic dipole
(or magnetic moment) on the molecule, α0 is the difference of the polarizability (or
susceptibility) parallel and perpendicular to the molecular direction known as the
anisotropy, E is the external magnetic (or electric) field, N is a dimensionless pa-
rameter describing the strength of the Maier-Saupe excluded volume potential and
quadruple-quadruple interaction, kB is the Boltzmann constant and T is the absolute
temperature [9, 1]. In this model, we describe the orientation of the extended nematic
molecule by a unit vector m, which is in the permanent dipole (or magnetic moment)
direction if µ 6=0 so that µ>0, or in the direction of the averaged dipole when µ=0
so that α>0 in the latter case. We remark that all the material parameters are nor-
malized with respect to kBT in this paper. So, we effectively set kBT =1 in all our
numerical calculations.
We adopt the Maier-Saupe potential as the excluded volume potential in the stud-
ies [29, 30, 31] because it is an approximation to the integral form Onsager potential
[9]. Although the Maier-Saupe and Onsager potential give the same behavior qual-
itatively, theoretical analysis with an Onsager potential would require a completely
new set of tools which are yet to be discovered, because the Onsager potential re-
quires a complete set of spherical harmonic modes, while the Maier-Saupe only needs
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the first few. It is this property of the Maier-Saupe potential that results in our
reduced order method which has led to many in-depth theoretical results recently
[5, 6, 7, 10, 34, 35, 38, 20, 41, 42].




in the Doi-Hess kinetic theory with the normalized chemical potential U =lnf+ VkBT





where f is the orientational probability density function (pdf) of the ensemble of
the extended nematic molecules, Z denotes the normalizing constant or the partition
function, V is the total potential, R=m×(∂/∂m) is the rotational gradient operator,
and Dr is the rotational diffusivity, which is taken to be a material constant in this
study.
A direct consequence from the above steady state solution is that the total torque,
the total ensemble averaged torque, as well as the averaged external torque all vanish
at steady states; i.e.,
〈RU〉= 〈RV 〉= 〈RVe〉=0, (1.4)
where Ve=kBT (−
α0
2 EE :mm−µE ·m) is the external potential due to the external
field [41, 42]. In fact, in steady states,
U =const. (1.5)
Then,















where ǫijk is the permutation symbol [2]. Thus,
〈RVe〉= 〈R(V −Vi)〉=0. (1.10)
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The steady state pdf given in (1.3) is parametrized by the material and external









which consists of a total of 8 nonlinear, implicit algebraic and integral equations. In
[20, 41, 42], we studied the case where the external field is absent by developing an
order-reduction method. We showed that the polarity vector (or the first moment
vector) must be either zero or coaxial with the nematic order tensor (or the second
moment), thereby reducing the parameterizing equation of the Boltzmann function
to three equations for the scalar order parameters in the eigen-frame of the nematic
order tensor. Then, a comprehensive bifurcation diagram for the equilibrium phases
was obtained.
In the following, we extend the order reduction strategy to extended nematics
under imposed external fields. We will present the phase diagram for the extended
nematics at various strengths of the imposed external field and characterize the various
phases with respect to the material and external field parameters. We present the
results first for the case without the permanent dipole or magnetic moment and then
discuss the case with the permanent dipole.
2. Extended nematics without permanent dipoles
When the permanent dipole is absent, µ=0. We will establish the relation be-
tween the polarity vector, the external field and the second order nematic tensor by
showing that the external field must be parallel to one of the principal axes of the
nematic order tensor. The theoretical foundation developed in [20, 41, 42] then en-
ables us to extend the order-reduction scheme to study the steady state solutions of
the Smoluchowski equation.
First, we show that the external field must be one of the eigenvectors of the
nematic order tensor in steady state.
Theorem 2.1. The external field is parallel to one of the principal axes of the nematic
order tensor (i.e., the second moment of the pdf).
Proof. It follows from the discussion on the ensemble averaged torque alluded to




〈RV 〉=α〈m〉×〈m〉+α0〈E ·mm×E〉+3N〈m×M ·m〉
=α0〈E ·mm×E〉+3N〈m×M ·m〉=α0〈E ·mm×E〉=0, (2.1)
where M= 〈mm〉. Then,
‖〈E ·mm×E〉‖2=‖E‖2‖M ·E‖2−(M :EE)2=0. (2.2)
This equality holds if and only if
M ·E‖E. (2.3)
Namely, E is one of the principal axes of the nematic order tensor M.
The next theorem shows that the polarity vector is related to an eigenvector of
the nematic order tensor when it is nonzero.
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Theorem 2.2. The polarity vector is either zero or must be parallel to one of the
principal axes of the nematic order tensor.
Proof. We select x, y, and z axes such that the second moment is diagonal. That
is, <mimj>=0 for i 6= j. We want to prove that 〈m〉 is either zero or parallel to one
of the principal axes of the second moment 〈mm〉.
First we denote the principal axes of 〈mm〉 as e1, e2 and e3 and E=Eek for
1≤k≤3. Let 〈m〉= r1e1+r2e2+r3e3. Suppose at least two of r1, r2 and r3 are
non-zero (otherwise 〈m〉 is already parallel to one of the principal axes of 〈mm〉).
Without loss of generality, we assume both r1>0 and r2>0 (we can always rename
















2δjk. Notice that V2 is an even function of m1 and m2.






















In [38, 20, 41], we showed that the steady state phase is nematic for the dilute
(N =0) solution of rigid, extended nematics when α≤1. Next we will show that this
result remains true in the concentrated regime as well.
Theorem 2.3. when α≤1, the solution is nonpolar so that the external field is
parallel to one of the principal axes of the nematic order tensor.
Proof. We assume 〈m〉= r1e1 and denote the total potential as
V =kBT (−αm1r1−V2(m1,m2,m3)). (2.6)
We note that V2(m1,m2,m3) is even with respect to all its variables. We will show
that when α≤1, r1 must be zero so the only equilibrium is non-polar. We prove it
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where S={m|‖m‖=1} denotes the unit sphere. If α≤0, this expression yields r1≤0,




Substituting this inequality into the expression for r1 above, we obtain
r1<αr1, (2.9)
which is a contradiction when α≤1 and r1>0. Therefore r1=0 when α≤1.
This shows that the extended nematic solution is possible only when α>1. In
order to resolve the steady states for α>1, we denote by n,n⊥,n
∗ the three orthonor-
mal eigenvectors of the second moment tensor 〈mm〉 following the order-reduction









where θ′,φ′,θE ,φE are a couple of Euler angles for the first moment vector and the
external field, respectively, in the eigen-frame, E is the magnitude of the external
field, and s1 is the order parameter for polarity, known as the polar order parameter





where s and β are the two nematic order parameters.


























is the normalizing coefficient or the partition function. The order parameters are
defined by
s1= 〈cosθcosθ
′+sinθsinθ′ cos(φ−φ′)〉,β= 〈sin2θcos2φ〉,s= 〈P2(cosθ)〉+β/2,
(2.14)
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where s1 is called the polar order parameter and P2(x)=
3
2x
2− 12 is the second order
Legendre polynomial.
According to the above established results, we can choose θ′=0, i.e., identifying
the principal direction of the order tensor parallel to the polarity vector as n. Then,
θE=0 (e||n), or θE=
pi
2 and φE=0 (e||n
⊥), pi2 (e||n
∗), where e is the unit vector in
the direction of E. These results effectively reduce the degrees of freedom for the
polarity vector and the nematic order tensor from 8 to 3 in the eigenframe!
The stability of the steady states is inferred from the free energy density of the











































To infer local stability or meta-stability, we need to calculate the second variation
of the free energy density with respect to both M and 〈m〉 [32]. For global stability,
the minimum value of the free energy density (2) would be sufficient, though. In the
stability analysis, the orientational variables in the free energy density should be 〈m〉








is accounted for. The Hessian of the free energy density is an 8×8 matrix. The
eigenvalue of the Hessian reveals the local stability properties of the equilibrium with
respect to not only the order parameter perturbation but also the directors (the
principal axes of the nematic order tensor as well as the polarity vector).
Reduced Symmetry.
Due to the existence of molecular dipoles, f(m,t) 6=f(−m,t). However, if
f(m,E,t) is a solution of the Smoluchowski equation, so is f(U ·m,U ·E,t) provided
U is an orthogonal matrix. In particular, if the orthogonal transformation satis-
fies U ·E=E, the solution is invariant under the orthogonal transformation. Thus, a
SO(2) symmetry remains when E 6=0, while SO(3) symmetry is valid only when E=0.
The steady state solution family of the Smoluchowski equation is thus parametrized
by the SO(2) rotational group transverse to the external field direction for any given
pdf parameterized by the order parameters in an eigen-frame of the nematic order
tensor.
We next nondimensionalize the permanent dipole strength and the anisotropy
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When the permanent dipole is absent, we choose the characteristic field strength as
E0=E. Then, the external field is always a unit vector in dimensionless form in
this case. For simplicity, we will drop the tilde on µ in the following and assume it
dimensionless.
2.1. Dilute limit. We first examine the limiting case N =0, termed the dilute


























z2dz. Given the form of the pdf solution, the nematic order
tensor is uniaxial given by
〈mm〉=s(nn−I/3)+I/3, (2.22)
where s= 〈P2(cosθ)〉.We notice that the effect of the imposed field is to induce purely
nematic phases (s 6=0) and facilitate the formation of the polar nematic phase (s1 6=0).
The left column in Figure 2.1 depicts the phase diagram in parameter space (α,χ0), in
which the second order phase transition curve is defined by s1= 〈cosθ〉,1−α(〈cos
2θ〉−
s21)=0 in the phase space (α,χ0). The unique phase is purely nematic on the left of
the curve and polar nematic on the right of the curve. Figure 2.1 also depicts the
bifurcation diagram at fixed anisotropy χ0=0.5, where a pitchfork bifurcation occurs
at αc<3 such that a pair of stable uniaxial polar nematic phases emerge for α>αc.
In steady states, the uniaxial order parameter s is positive for all α, indicating
that the material is in nematic phase so long as there is an external field E. Figure
2.1 demonstrates that the polar order indeed enhances the nematic order [20]. The
only stable solution at larger α is the unique, prolate, polar nematic phase since s1
and −s1 give the same nematic order parameter s>0.


































The right column in Figure 2.1 depicts the phase diagram in the parameter space
(α,χ0), where the second order phase transition curve is defined by s1= 〈cosθ〉,1−
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Fig. 2.1. The steady states for diluted extended nematics. The left column includes the phase
diagram and order parameters when the polarity vector parallels the external field, while the right
column depicts the same when the polarity vector is perpendicular to the field. s1 is the polar order
and (s,beta) are the nematic order. When the polarity vector is parallel to the external field, the
nematic phase is uniaxial (i.e., β=0). Notice that the nematic order parameters (s,β) are plotted
only in the range of polar nematics, and the steady state phase is nematic so long as χ0 6=0. The
weak biaxiality in polar nematics exists in the perpendicular situation.
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α(〈cos2θ〉−s21)=0. The bifurcation diagram for χ0=0.5 in (α,s1) is shown in Figure
2.1, indicating that the effect of the E field is to delay the formation of the nematic
phase to beyond α=3. Figure 2.1 also plots the nematic order parameters s,β of the
second moment tensor in the regime of polar nematics. The formation of the biaxial
phase is completely due to the emergence of the polar order parameter since the
solution branch shown in Figure 2.1 is a uniaxial prolate phase (s=0,β 6=0) before
the onset of the polar nematics. Thermodynamically, these solutions are unstable.
We emphasize that the nematic order exists as long as the external field is present
even when the polar order is absent (i.e., when s=s1=0,β 6=0). This is indeed the
field-induced nematic order.
In summary, the only stable steady state under an imposed external field is uni-
axial, prolate purely nematic at low α and prolate polar nematic at high α in which
the director is parallel to the external field direction. The unstable purely nematic
prolate phase at low α and the biaxial polar nematic one at high α exist when the
external field is perpendicular to the polarity vector.
2.2. Concentrated limit: steady states with the polarity vector parallel
to the external field. In this case, θ′=θE=0. We investigate the steady states
and their stability numerically using a continuation method. First we note that the
governing system of equations for (s1,s,β) admits the uniaxial solution (s1=s=β=0)
when the external field is absent. Along the uniaxial branch, the eigenvalue of the






Thus, this together with the definition of s1,s defines the critical strength of the dipole-
dipole interaction potential, beyond which a polar nematic branch forms through a





This case was studied in [20] for polar nematics, where a complete phase diagram was
obtained.
When a weak external field is imposed (χ0<<1, a small perturbation of the
situation studied in [20]), the phase diagram is surely perturbed. One prominent
change is that the steady states are all nematic now showing that the external field
eliminates all isotropic states and forces the steady states into nematics. Figure 2.2
depicts the phase diagram at χ0=0.01 and χ0=0.1, respectively. The pair of tri-
critical points connecting the first order transition curve to the second order one
still exist except that they are perturbed slightly. The triple point is annihilated
since the existing phases are either purely nematic and/or polar nematic. There are
coexistence regions of highly aligned purely nematic and less aligned purely nematic
phases and purely nematic and polar nematic phases in parameter spaces. At high
concentration N and/or high α only polar nematic phases survive. When the strength
of the anisotropy χ0 increases further, even the tricritical points disappear, leaving
an exclusive second order phase transition curve between pure nematics and polar
nematics analogous to the two phase transition curves depicted in Figure 2.2 2b, 2d.
We now give a detailed account of the steady state phase behavior shown in
Figure 2.2 as we vary the concentration N at fixed anisotropy χ0=0.1 and a few
G. JI, Q. WANG, P. ZHANG, H. WANG AND H. ZHOU 927




















































Fig. 2.2. The phase diagram in parameter space (α,N) when the polarity vector is parallel to
the external field at χ0=0.01 and χ0=0.1, respectively. (a) and (b) depict the limit of the metastable
curves and phase transition curves for χ0=0.01, respectively. (c) and (d) depict the limit of the
metastability curves and phase transition curves for χ0=0.1, respectively. In this case, all stable
steady states are either uniaxial purely nematics (N) or uniaxial polar nematics (PN). There are
coexistent regions for nematic and polar nematics labeled N/PN. The phase transition curve depicted
in (b) and (d) are the curve along which the energies of the coexisting phases are equal.
selected values of α. Figure 2.3 depicts the solution at χ0=0.1 and α=1.3. A
stable uniaxial nematic phase with a small uniaxial order parameter s exists up to a
critical concentration N
(1)
c . It then goes through a hysteresis bifurcation to yield a
stable prolate uniaxial phase with a higher nematic order. At a higher concentration,
N
(3)
c , the purely nematic phase gives way to a pair of polar nematic phases through
a pitchfork bifurcation in s1. The stable polar nematic phase remains prolate and
uniaxial. This scenario persists to a critical value of α. For instance it remains at
α=1.5.
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Fig. 2.3. The phase bifurcation diagram for all the order parameters in an imposed external
field as functions of dimensionless concentration N . The parameter values are α=1.3,χ0=0.1. The
stable solutions when the polarity vector is parallel to the external field are plotted in solid curves,
while the ones when the polarity vector is perpendicular to the external field are plotted in dashed
curves. The stable solutions are uniaxial prolate nematics (s>0,β=0) that are weakly aligned at low
concentration and highly aligned at concentrations higher than N
(1)
c =4.305. The metastable biaxial
states form a family of solutions parameterized by the rotational group SO(2) at high concentration
whose major director is parallel to the external field direction. All others steady states plotted in
other patterned curves are unstable. (a) depicts the steady states in polar order parameter s1. (b)
depicts the steady states in the uniaxial nematic order parameter s for the parallel state (solid) and
the biaxial order parameter β in the perpendicular state (dashed). (c) plots the steady states in space
(N,sβ,s1).
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Fig. 2.4. The phase bifurcation diagram for all the order parameters in an imposed external field
as functions of N . The parameter values are α=2.5,χ0=0.1. The stable solutions when the polarity
vector is parallel to the external field are plotted in solid curves while the other stable solutions are
plotted in dashed curves. The curves of the other patterns are for unstable solutions. The stable
solutions are uniaxial prolate ones (s>0,β=0) which are weakly aligned at low concentration. A
stable, uniaxial, polar nematic steady state emerges beyond a critical concentration Nc as the result
of a saddle node bifurcation in the phase space (N,s1), with the polarity vector parallel to the external
field direction. At a slightly higher critical concentration, a metastable biaxial steady state emerges
also as a result of saddle node bifurcation, whose major director is parallel to the external field
direction. Other steady states, uniaxial and biaxial alike, are unstable. (a) depicts the steady states
in polar order parameter s1. (b) plots the steady states in the uniaxial order parameter s in parallel
state (solid) and the biaxial order parameter β in the perpendicular state (dashed). (c) plots the
steady states in the phase space (N,s/β,s1).
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Fig. 2.5. The phase bifurcation diagram for all the order parameters in an imposed external
field. The stable solutions are plotted in solid (polarity parallel to the external field) and dashed
(polarity perpendicular to the external field) curves. The parameter values are α=3.5,χ0=0.1.
The globally stable solutions (solid curves) are uniaxial prolate ones (s>0,β=0) which are highly
aligned. The metastable steady states (dashed curves) are biaxial with the major director parallel to
the external field direction. The others are all unstable and are plotted in curves other than solid
and dashed curves. (a) depicts the steady states in polar order parameter s1. (b) plots the steady
states in the uniaxial order parameter s in parallel state (solid) and the biaxial order parameter β
in the perpendicular state (dashed). (c) plots the steady states in the phase space (N,s/β,s1).
At higher strength of α, say α=2.5, a different scenario emerges. The stable
uniaxial nematic phase gives away to a pair of unstable polar nematic phases at N
(1)
c ,
and then regains stability via saddle node bifurcations to a pair of polar nematics at
lower concentrations shown in Figure 2.4. The stable polar nematic branch and the
G. JI, Q. WANG, P. ZHANG, H. WANG AND H. ZHOU 931






































Fig. 2.6. The phase bifurcation diagram for the order parameters in an imposed external field.
The parameter values are α=1.5,χ0=0.5. The stable steady states with the polarity parallel to the
external field are plotted in solid curves, while the metastable steady states with the polarity vector
perpendicular to the external field are plotted in dashed ones. The globally stable steady states are
uniaxial, prolate. The metastable ones are biaxial with the major director parallel to the external field
direction. The biaxial nematic branch is first born purely nematic at an intermediate range of the
nematic concentration N . Soon after it is born, a pitchfork bifurcation in the polar order parameter
leads to a polar nematic phase. The other steady states, uniaxial and biaxial alike, are unstable. (a)
depicts the steady states in the polar order parameter s1. (b) plots the steady states in the uniaxial
order parameter s in parallel state (solid) and the biaxial order parameter β in the perpendicular
state (dashed). (c) plots the steady states in the phase space (N,s/β,s1). The increase in χ0 results
in the delay of the formation of metastable biaxial polar nematics to the higher concentration.
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Fig. 2.7. The phase bifurcation diagram for all the order parameters in an imposed field. The
parameter values are α=2.8,χ0=0.5. The stable solutions are plotted in solid (parallel polarity)
and dashed (perpendicular polarity) curves. The stable steady states in the case where the polarity is
parallel to the external field are uniaxial prolate (s>0,β=0) and highly aligned. At high concentra-
tion, a metastable biaxial steady state emerges with the polarity vector perpendicular to the external
field. All other curves represent unstable steady states. (a) depicts the steady states in polar order
parameter s1. (b) plots the steady states in the uniaxial order parameter s in parallel state (solid)
and the biaxial order parameter β in the perpendicular state (dashed). (c) plots the steady states in
the phase space (N,s/β,s1).
unstable one connected to it remain prolate and uniaxial. This persists through α=3.
For α>3, the prolate, uniaxial polar nematic exists beginning at N =0 and becomes
the only stable state. See Figure 2.5. We remark that the polar nematic steady states
exist in pairs with the polar order ±s1. The solution behavior changes slightly when
G. JI, Q. WANG, P. ZHANG, H. WANG AND H. ZHOU 933








































Fig. 2.8. The polar order parameter s1 as well as the nematic order parameters s/β at α=1.5
and χ0=1,5. (a) and (b) depict the order parameters at χ0=1 and (c) and (d) depict the order
parameters at χ0=5. The effect of χ0 in the steady state with parallel polarity is to promote the
formation of the polar order at low concentration, whereas the effect of χ0 in the state with perpen-
dicular polarity is to delay the formation of the metastable nematic order to higher concentration.
χ0 increases to χ0=0.5. The hysteresis bifurcation along the purely nematic branch
disappears. However, the pitchfork, a transcritical bifurcation, persists, yielding the
pair of polar nematics. Figure 2.6 and 2.7 depict the solution behavior at α=1.5,2.8.
When α>3, the behavior is analogous to what is depicted in Figure 2.5. When χ0
is increased further, the general trend is that the nematic order increases and the
critical concentration and strength of dipole potential decreases. Figure 2.8 depicts
two steady states at α=1.5 and χ0=1,5, respectively. At the larger value of χ0, the
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critical concentration where the polar order emerges decreases below N =2. The other
features alluded to for smaller χ0 remain.
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Fig. 2.9. The phase diagram for extended nematics in an imposed magnetic field at χ0=0.1.
Both steady states of polarity parallel and perpendicular to the external field are included. (a) depicts
the limits of the metastable curves, while (b) depicts the limit curves for the steady states with the
perpendicular polarity. Parallel nematics mean the uniaxial steady states with the polarity parallel to
the external field, while the perpendicular nematics imply the biaxial steady states with the polarity
perpendicular to the external field. The curves plotted in (b) are part of those in (a). This gives all
the possible phases in parameter space (α,N).
2.3. Concentrated limit: steady states with the polarity vector per-
pendicular to the external field. From the limiting case N =0, we learned
that there exist biaxial steady states when the polarity vector is perpendicular to the
imposed external field direction; however, these are unstable. In [38], we showed that
stable biaxial nematic steady states can exist when excluded volume and external field
potential are coupled. In the dipole-dipole interaction, the excluded volume interac-
tion and the external field are all coupled, we show numerically that the biaxial state
can be stabilized in the non-dilute limit by the excluded volume potential, but these
steady states are only metastable.
In the weak external field, Figure 2.3 shows the phase transition of a stable
purely nematic biaxial steady state to a pair of biaxial, polar nematic phases through
a pitchfork bifurcation in the polar order parameter given by the dashed curves.
The stable biaxial phase is borne out of a saddle node bifurcation with one branch
metastable at intermediate concentration N . The existence of the metastable purely
nematic biaxial state is reminiscent of the similar steady state reported in [38] without
the dipole-dipole interaction. We note, however, that the stable biaxial steady state
is nearly uniaxial with the major director in the direction of the external field! This
scenario persists to a critical value of α. In Figure 2.4 (α=2.5), the biaxial steady state
is born stable and polar through a saddle node bifurcation at lower concentrations. For
α>3, the stable biaxial polar nematic phase exists for all N >0. The dashed curves
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in these figures represent the stable steady states corresponding to the perpendicular
external field. So the effect of a perpendicular external field is to induce metastable,
biaxial steady states with their major director aligned in the external field direction.
As the strength of the external field increases, i.e., as χ0 increases, the formation of the
polar nematic phase is pushed to a higher concentration at fixed α and the metastable
biaxial nematic phase tends to be born polar in this range of χ0. See Figure 2.8 for
the case of α=1.5 and χ0=1,5. So, in high external fields, the metastable biaxial,
steady state survives only in high-concentration regions as polar nematic. The phase
diagram in parameter space (α,N) for the perpendicular external field at χ0=0.1 is
given in Figure 2.9, where the dotted curves define the limits separating the biaxial
polar nematics from the other nematics. We note the existence of a coexistence region
where pure nematics and perpendicular polar nematics coexist. The region labeled
parallel nematics is the one where nematic solutions exist only when the polarity
vector is parallel to the external field.
We next investigate the extended nematics with permanent dipoles (or magnetic
moments).
3. Extended Nematics with permanent dipoles (µ 6=0)
We first establish a lemma to reveal the relation among the nematic order tensor,
the polarity vector and the external field in this case.
Lemma 3.1. In steady states, there exists a constant c such that µ〈m〉+χ0M ·E=
cE.






Namely, there exists a constant c such that
µ〈m〉+χ0M ·E= cE. (3.4)
With this lemma, we can establish the following theorem.
Theorem 3.1. When µ 6=0, the polarity vector is nonzero in steady states. Thereby,
the steady states are all polar.
Proof. We show this by a counterproof. Suppose 〈m〉=0; the lemma implies E
is an eigenvector of the second moment. We choose the coordinates such that the
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Then 〈m3〉=F (1)=0 and F
′(λ)>0. It can be easily verified that F (0)=0. Thus,






This contradicts F ′(λ)>0. The polarity vector must be nonzero.
Analogous to the results established in the previous section, we can show the next
result.
Theorem 3.2. When α≤1, the nonzero polarity vector and the external field must
be parallel to each other.

























When α≤1, r1=0. Namely, the polarity vector is parallel to the external field.
A simple argument given below rules out the possibility of the existence of a steady
state whose polarity vector is perpendicular to the external field. Let’s assume r3=










































Thus, the polarity vector will never be perpendicular to the external field in steady
states.
In addition, we can show that the polarity vector and the external field are parallel
in certain parameter regimes given below.
Theorem 3.3. When |µ|>χ0E and 3Nµ< |αχ0E|, the polarity vector and the elec-
tric field are parallel to each other and are both eigenvectors of the nematic order
tensor.
Proof. We select the z-axis to be the direction of E and the y-axis to be per-
pendicular to the plane spanned by 〈m〉 and E. If 〈m〉 and E are parallel to each
other, they must be one of the eigenvectors of the second moment by the lemma. We
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therefore focus on the case where they are not parallel to each other. In this Cartesian





































Note that our choice of the Cartesian coordinate system makes E nonnegative and
M23=0 from the lemma. We also select the positive direction of the polarity vector









We use the spherical coordinate system where the pole is the y-axis and we denote it
by (ψ,ζ). We have
(m1,m2,m3)=(sinψ sinζ,cosψ,sinψcosζ),








2ψ sin2 ζ+M22 cos
2ψ+M33 sin
2ψcos2 ζ
+2M12 sinψcosψ sinζ+M13 sin
2ψ sin2ζ)
=UMut(ψ,ζ)+UExt(ψ,ζ), (3.12)
where the mutual interaction and the external interaction parts of the potential are





2ψ sin2 ζ+M22 cos
2ψ+M33 sin
2ψcos2 ζ





E2 sin2ψcos2 ζ. (3.13)
r1 and r3 are given by











sinψcosζ f(ψ,ζ)dψ sinψdζ. (3.14)
We need to prove that all solutions of (3.11) satisfy r1=0. We prove it by contra-
diction. Suppose there is a solution of (3.11) satisfying r1 6=0. It is straightforward to
show that if (r1,r3) is a solution of (3.11), then (−r1,r3) is also a solution of (3.11).
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Without loss of generality, we assume r1>0. We are going to show that µ≥χ0E and
r1>0 lead to 〈
∂
∂ζ
UExt(ψ,ζ)〉>0, which contradicts 〈
∂U
∂ζ 〉=0 proved in [42]. In fact
〈∂U∂ζ 〉=0 implies 〈
∂Uext
∂ζ 〉=0.






















=(µ+χ0E sinψcosζ)E sinψ sinζ , for ζ ∈ (0,π), ψ∈ (0,π). (3.16)






































2ψ sin2ζ)cosh(3NM12 sinψcosψ sinζ)dψdζ.
(3.17)















When µ> |χ0E| and 3Nµ< |αχ0E|, the above integral cannot be zero unless r1=
M13=0. Therefore, the direction of 〈m〉 must be parallel to that of E. When these
two vectors are parallel to each other, the lemma implies that they must be one of
the eigenvectors of the nematic order tensor.
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Remark 3.4. The inequalities in the above theorem also imply that α>3N .
When the condition in the theorem is violated, nonparallel solutions may exist.
Without loss of generality, we set E=E(0,0,1), 〈m〉=(r1,0,r3), and parameterize
m=(sinθcosφ,sinθsinφ,cosθ). (3.20)
Then,
f = 1Z e
h,






















The pdf steady state solution can further be simplified in the case of r1 6=0. The
following lemma shows that M12=0 if r1 6=0 indicating that nonparallel steady states
are in plane with the polarity vector and the external field.
Lemma 3.2. When 〈m2〉=M23=0, 〈m1〉M12=0.
Proof. We note that the Cartesian coordinate and the spherical coordinate are







































































































We next examine the possible nonparallel steady states and their stability in the
dilute and concentrated limit, respectively.
























Fig. 3.1. The critical curves of α∗ versus µ for χ0=0.2,1. On the left of the curves, the steady
state polarity vector parallels the external field. Nonparallel steady states may emerge on the right
of the curves.
3.1. Dilute limit. When N =0, the pdf solution is parameterized by r1,r3,
which are determined by the solutions of
r1= 〈sinθcosφ〉,r3= 〈cosθ〉. (3.26)
The parallel versus nonparallel scenario corresponds to r1=0 vs r1 6=0. This is studied
exhaustively in [42]. It is shown that the polarity vector is parallel to the external field
when µ≥|χ0E|. In addition, it is shown that there exists an α
∗ such that when α>α∗
and µ< |χ0E| a nonparallel solution exists. Of course, the condition α(χ0E+µr3)≥0
must be met if the nonparallel solution has r1>0.
The bifurcation of r1 away from zero is accomplished through a pitchfork bifurca-
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When r1=0, 〈sinθcosθcosφ〉=0. At the bifurcating point, 1−α〈sin
2θcos2φ〉=0.
This defines the critical strength α∗ where the polarity vector begins to be non-
parallel. Figure 3.1 depicts a set of critical curves for selected values of χ0=0.2 and
1, respectively. The critical curve in (µ,α∗) shifts to higher values in α∗ when |χ0|
increases.








χ0=1.0 µ=0.5 α=2.5 N=4.75








χ0=1.0 µ=0.5 α=2.5 N=4.75 




















χ0=1.0 µ=0.5 α=2.5 N=4.75
Fig. 3.2. The polarity vector as well as the nematic order tensor components in concentrated
regimes. The parameter values are χ0=1,α=2.5,N =4.75,µ=0.5. The stable and metastable steady
states are uniaxial, prolate, polar nematics with the polarity vector parallel to the external field. A
metastable state can exist at intermediate range of the field strength with the polarity axis opposite
to the external field direction. The nonparallel steady states in which the polarity is not parallel to
the external field can exist, but are unstable. The nematic order of the globally stable steady state is






.The stable and metastable states are
drawn in solid curves. Nonzero values in r1 and M13 indicate the nonparallel nature of the states.
3.2. Concentrated limit. When N >0, the existence of the nonparallel
steady states becomes complex when the parameters violate the conditions in the
theorem. We look into this numerically. Our numerical results show that nonparallel
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steady states may exist; however, they are all unstable and there may exist up to two
stable steady states exhibiting uniaxial symmetry.
Figure 3.2 depicts a representative solution diagram focusing on the stable steady
states and on some nonparallel ones at N =4.75. Two stable uniaxial polar nematics
may coexist in a finite range of E. One exists only at weak field strength while
the other exists at all strengths. The short-lived stable state is metastable and its
polarity vector is opposite to the direction of the imposed external field, in contrast
to the globally stable state. In all the numerical experiments we have conducted,
the nematic order of the stable state is always higher than the metastable state.
Non-parallel steady states can exist in certain parameter ranges. However, they are
unstable! N =4.75 is within the biphasic region in the case of pure nematics. At higher
concentration, e.g., N =6, the scenario is essentially the same except for additional
branches of unstable uniaxial branches that exist for a weak external field.
Figure 3.2 depicts the stable steady states along with some nonparallel unstable
steady states at two selected values of α=2.5 and α=3.5. The metastable steady
states become available at about N >2.4 at α=2.5,χ0=1,µ=0.1,E=1 while they
exists for all N >0 at α=3.5,χ0=1,µ=0.1,E=1. The stronger dipole-dipole poten-
tial facilitates the metastable state. We note that the value of the order parameter in
the globally stable steady state remains higher than that of the metastable state, in-
dicating the slight loss of orientation order when the polarity vector is aligned against
the direction of the external field.
4. Conclusions
We have extended the order reduction procedure developed in [20] to complete
the study of steady states and their stability in extended nematics or nematic sus-
pensions when the dipole-dipole and the excluded volume interaction is coupled with
the external fields. The main results are summarized in the following.
• In the absence of permanent dipole or magnetic moment, both the polarity
vector and the external field are shown to be aligned with one of the eigen-
vectors of the nematic order tensor. As a result of this, all equilibria can be
characterized in terms of three scalar order parameters and a rotational group
SO(2) that leaves the external field invariant. Response phase diagrams of
the order parameters with respect to the material parameters are obtained
together with the stability of the steady states determined from the minimum
of the free energy density. Globally stable steady states are uniaxial, prolate,
purely nematic or polar nematics depending on the strength of the external
field, the anisotropy, the strength of the dipole-dipole as well as the excluded
volume interaction. A family of biaxial, metastable, steady states may exist
with the major director aligned in the direction of the external field in the
range of higher concentration. The polar nematics always exist in pairs with
polar order ±s1.
• In the presence of the permanent dipole (or magnetic moment), the steady
states are polar nematics. When the material parameters satisfy the condi-
tions: |µ|>χ0E and 3Nµ< |αχ0E|, the polarity vector and the external field
are parallel to each other and are eigenvectors of the nematic order tensor;
while the conditions are not satisfied, nonparallel steady solutions that are
in plane with the polarity vector and the external field can exist, but are un-
stable. In any case, there may exist up to two stable steady states which are
prolate, uniaxial, and polar. The globally stable steady state has its polarity
vector parallel to the external field direction while the metastable state has
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Fig. 3.3. The polarity vector components as functions of N for α=2.5 and α=3.5, respectively.
The other parameter values are χ0=1,µ=0.5,E=1. The solid curves are stable states. The stable
and metastable steady states are uniaxial, prolate, polar nematics with the polarity vector parallel to
the external field. A metastable state can exist at higher concentration at α=2.5 and for all N at
α=3.5. The nonparallel steady states in which the polarity is not parallel to the external field can
exist, but are unstable. The nematic order of the globally stable steady state is higher than that of
the metastable one.
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its polarity vector opposite to the field. The former exists in any given pa-
rameter regimes while the latter only exists at regimes of high strength of the
dipole-dipole interaction, high concentration, and strong external field. The
presence of the permanent dipole breaks the symmetry in the total potential,
yielding the two stable uniaxial polar nematics.
This study completes a series of studies on the potential for extended nematics
and suspensions. The order reduction strategy used in these studies works for any
total potential given as a finite sum of lower moments. It does not, however, apply
to the Onsager potential, where the potential depends on infinitely many moments or
spherical harmonics. New methods would have to be invented then.
Appendix A. Free energy density and its second variation.
A.1. Free energy density at steady states in order parameters. The
free energy density at steady states in order parameters when the permanent dipole






















































































































































So, the isotropic equilibrium is unstable whenever α>3 or N >5.



















































A.2. Hessian of the free energy for dilute polar nematics. In the dilute
limit, the excluded volume potential is neglected. The Hessian in the second variation







A.3. Hessian of the free energy density for the concentrated polar ne-
matics. In this case, both the dipole-dipole and excluded volume interaction are
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A.4. Proof of the equivalence of the hydrodynamic equilibrium and the
thermodynamic equilibrium in this model.
Theorem A.1. The steady state solution of the Smoluchowski equation is given by
the Euler-Lagrange equation of the free energy density.
Proof. The free energy density for homogeneous flows of rigid nematic polymers











where Vi and Ve are the intermolecular potential and the external potential, respec-












µ=λ is the governing equation for the thermodynamic equilibria. Clearly it yields
solutions of the Smoluchowski equation.
On the other hand, the steady state solution of the Smoluchowski equation is
governed by
R·(fRµ)=0. (A.13)
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This is equivalent to µ=λ.
Appendix B. The stability and the second variation of the free energy
density. The stability of the steady states of the Smoluchowski equation in the
Doi-Hess kinetic theory for extended nematics is studied by the second variation of
the generalized free energy density. The free energy density for the material system













We denote by fe the equilibrium pdf solution and δf1 the perturbation of the equi-




















where 〈(•)〉e denotes the ensemble average taken with respect to the equilibrium pdf.





For the particular intermolecular potential studied in this paper, the intermolecular







where M= s(nn−I/3)+β(n⊥n⊥−I/3)+I/3 is a second moment tensor of the pdf
and i is an index between 1 and 3. Without loss of generality, we set i=1 in this
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We parameterize the molecular direction m in the frame of the eigenvectors of the
second moment tensor
m=(cosθ,sinθcosφ,sinθsinφ). (B.11)
In terms of the angles,
s= 〈cos2θ−sin2θsin2φ〉,β= 〈sin2θcos2φ〉. (B.12)



































































































Here we normalize the free energy density by kBT and i=1.
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